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The University o/Cohlomio III

HASTINGS
LAW ·NEWS

-

McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA.

March 28, 1972

Class Boycott
by
Caleb Diplock
"Boycott" was the word last Wednesday, as
Hastings students put down their books and took
pu picket signs to protest administrative cutbacks in the Hastings LEOP program and the
flunk-out of LEOP students.

LENORA ALBRIGHT

Interview: Albright
THE FOLLOWING CONVERSATION TOOK PLACE ON
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 21, BETWEEN LENORA
ALBRIGHT, ASSISTANT REGISTRAR, AND CAROLE BRILL,
A SECOND YEAR STUDENT. BELOW, THAT INTERVIEW
HAS BEEN REPRODUCED AS ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE
FROM THE TAPED CONVERSATION. WHEN THE TAPE WAS
OFF, MRS. ALBRIGHT AGAIN STRESSED THAT IT WAS
NCYI' SHE BUT THE DEANS WHO ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE FORMATION OF EXAM AND CLASS SCHEDULES, AND
SHE EXPRESSED GREAT ADMIRATION AND RESPECT FOR
MANY OF THE WOMEN WHO ARE STUDENTS AT HASTINGS.
ANY COMMENTS CONCERNING THIS INTERVIEW WILL BE
WELCOMED BY THE LAW NEWS.

*

*

*

*

WHEN I FIRST CAME TO HASTINGS, AND THIS IS
TRUE, THE FIRST PERSON I HEARD ABOUT WAS YOU. I
DIDN'T KNOW DEAN ANDERSON'S NAME. AND I DIDN'T
KNOW MRS. WELLMAN'S NAME, WHO WAS THEN, I
INCHARGE OF ADMISSIONS. BUT YOU WERE THE FIRST
PERSON I HEARD ABOUT. HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN AT
HASTINGS?
I started in September 1966.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR JOB IN TERMS OF
WHAT RESPONSIBILITIES IT ENCOMPASSES?
ｂｲｩ･ｾｬｹＬ＠
the Registrar's office is the records office 1n the school. Noth1ng comes to us
unt1l ｡ｾｴ･ｲ＠
an app11cant has been accepted by
the Adm1ssion's ｯｦｾｩ｣･Ｎ＠
I have noth1ng to do
With the admissions. But once they've been
accepted and I start registering them as 1st
7e8r. student., allot their records are kept in
tbl. 01'1"10••

After the spring grades were in, seven
LEOP students were dropped from the Hastings
rolls for not meeting the schools academic requirements. There followed a series of faculty
meetings in which it was decided to re-admit
four of the seven. Not satisfied with this result, students held a series of rallies and
open campus meetings in an effort to gain support for a more equitable solution. The lack
of sufficient tutorial, counselling, and gUidance programs was stressed at these meetings.
It was pointed out that in effect LEOP students
were being admitted Just to be flunked out a
year later, since without these needed programs,
the cultural gap between most LEOP students and
the institution is most difficult to overcome.
Under the program as it presently exists, LEOP
students are faced not only with the inherent
rigors of a legal education, but also the rigors
of indoctrination in an "alien" culture. "Under
the circumstances, it's remarkable that all of
the LEOP students didn't flunk out," pointed
out one'rally partiCipant. (Continued on page 9)

The Standards
Are Falling
by

G. Peretti
One fine sunny day, a bright and white dedicated young student entered the hallowed halls
of Hasty College of the Law. Harry Hafass (for
that was indeed this middle-class marvel's name)
was determined to prepare himself for the perils
of the treacherous Outside.
There was much to do. Racism had to be
overcome! Sexism had to be stamped out! ｄｾＬｯＮＧ＠
had to be engaged in hand-to-hand mortal combat
and defeated! Harry swore that in three years
time, he would help make the world a better plac
in which to live. Convinced that only diligent
mental preparation would secure eventual peace
on earth, Harry girded his loins and prepared to
avoid the pitfalls of the Perilous Professors
and the Burdensome Bar. For ten hours a day, he
assumed the ancient Student Position--his nose
stuck in a book and his h1ndquarters wedged 1n a
cha1r.
Everything was go1ng smoothly unt11 one day
the Wise Ones decreed that some Black students
.'"

i.

(Continued on page 10)
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Poll Results

The poll filled out by all 1st and 2nd year
students when registering for this semester has
had its effect. The faculty and administration
have used it as a guide in planning the number
sections for next year.
There should be enough sections to meet the
demand in the most popular multi-section courses
'u nless there is a' large ｳｨｾｦｴ＠
of student demand.
Dean Anderson says there will be 3 sections of
Advanced Criminal Procedure, 6 of Constitutional
Law, 6 of Corporations, 4 or 5 of Federal Tax I,
and 3 of Trial Practice. The faculty to teach
the extra sections is now being hired. They
have tentatively been selected but must still go
before the Board of Directors.
There will probably still be disgruntled
students when registration for next years
occurs in the beginning of May, since there is
still only a limited number of seminars and
clinics, but the major problems should be muted.

JUL'OC_

The" BASTINGS LAIl NEWS Ie the new.paper of the &tudent •. of
R..t 'iDs_ Collele of thex..v. The paper'. purpo•• Ie to
a. eo.plete1y .. po.tib1e the attitude., inter, and opinion. of our c:o-.mit,. To help achie..
goal .ubal.aioo••hould be ..de to: Editor, R.. tings
• 198 MeA11i.ter Street, San Pranci.eo. CA 941Q2.

Ne\tv Add-Drop Rules
Next year the Add and Drop procedure will
be slightly modified. Dean Anderson has said
there will be a two week period at the beginning
of the semester in which to change courses.
During this period there will be no charge for
the first visit a student pays to the Registrar'
office to add and drop, and a student can change
as many courses as he wants. For ｡ｮｾ＠
subsequent
changes the student will be charged ｾｬｏＮ＠
No course may be added after the first two
weeks of classes unless there is a case of hardship approved by Dean Riegger. At any time
during the first eight weeks of class a course
can be dropped without the approval of anyone,
and thereafter a course can be dropped only on
the approval of the professor.
These changes are not completely in accord
with the proposal made by the Registration Committee, which called for: (1) adds and drops
during the first 2 or 3 weeks of the semester
without any special charge, (2) a fee of $3 to
$5 after this time for adding courses, (3) adding courses on the OK of the professor during
the first 5 or 6 weeks of the semester, (4) drops
at any time without extra fee, and (5) flexible
time periods if special circumstances arise.
Dean Anderson has said that any further
changes will have ' to wait on further consultation
with students under the new committee system to
be instituted next year.

GET INVOLVED THIS SUMMER

HICAP
STUDENT - INMATE PROJECT
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW

CALL JEFF DAVIDSON

865-6853

REMINISCENT OF HASTINGS
FROM T.T.U:S DICTUM,

Puzzled by Pennoyer

Intemational Shoe
doesn't seem to fit
Not humored by,
Tickle Y. Barton

Don't
Lose

Your
Cool'
Let A Good Outline.
Hornbook. or Canned Brief
Help Make Civil Procedure
Make Sense To You.

HASTINGS
BOOKSTORE
Everything for ihe Law Student!
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HASTINGS
STUDENTS

(Continued from page 1)

Interview: Albright

I

THAT INCLUDES GRADES?
Grades.
ADDRESSES, PAYMENT, REGISTRATION--EVERYTHING?

WHOLESALE PRICES

That's right.

AT

HOW MUCH HELP DO YOU HAVE?
I have 2 full-time clerks and I also have
the assistance of the receptionist who does a
lot of work in talking with the students and
handing out things from our office--forms that
have to be filled out and so forth.

MERCHANDISERS II

DO YOU FEEL THAT THE STUDENTS AT HASTINGS
UNDERSTAND EXACTLY WHAT YOU DO AND WHAT PROBLEMS
YOU MIGHT HAVE?

Men"s Clothing & Sporting Goods

I

TENNIS

I think the majority of them do, yes. I
know there are a few that 'can't always have
their wishes fulfilled and it makes it a little
difficult. But we can't grant every wish that
comes through. I will say that in almost everything I do I have been given verbal instructions
by the two deans to do it or else I take things
up to them for final approval.

Wilson Kramer Autograph Frame (unstrung). ...... ' .. , .. $15.85
Wilson T2000 Steel Racket (strung) ................... $36.50
Wilson Championship Balls (yellow or white) .... ... , . $8.40 doz.
Tennis Presses .......................... , ......... . 65¢

HANDBALL

I

I

I

Champion Super Tiger Gloves (unpadded) ....... , .. , .. , . $5.75
Spalding Ace Handballs .................. . 4/$3.20 or 90¢ ea.

t

SPORT SHOES
Converse All Stars (hi top or oxford) ................... $8.95
Converse Net Star Tennis Shoe ... , .......... , . , , , .... $7.25
Arnold Palmer Golf Shoes ........... , . .. .......... . $21.50
Hiking Boots (Vibram soles) ........ ... ............. . $13.95

That is true.

CAMPING

We prepare a sheet that goes to the computer. And we take the grades that are given to
us by the porfessors and then we list them on
the sheets that go to the computer. These are
proofed before they go to the computer and then
they're proofed back again.
DO THE TWO OTHER PEOPLE HELP YOU WITH THIS?
THERE ARE THREE PEOPLE DOING THIS?

CLOTHING
knits-jeans) ............... from $3.50
knits-wool) . .. .. . .. from $19.75

Yes. Actually, because as Assistant Registrar it is my duty to see that the grades are
recorded in the proper place, I do the actual
recording of them onto the sheets and then my
girls proof my work and check me on that.

Knitwear (wallace berry-turtlenecks, etc'> .......... from $1.94
Leather Jackets .......................... from $56 to $70
Dress Shirts-Ties-Gym Clothing-JacketsSweaters-Umbrellas-Ra incoats-Belts-Socks

DO THEY CATCH MOST MISTAKES THAT WAY?
We catch

EQUALLY GOOD PRICES ON GOLF.
BASEBALL. BASKETBALL. FOOTBALL.

of them.

ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH JOHN TENNELL WHO
CLAIMS THAT HE RECEIVED FOUR DIFFERENT TRANSCRIPTS WITH FOUR DIFFERING SETS OF GRADES, ALL
OF WHICH WERE FOR LAST SEMESTER?

TABLE TENNIS. 1a-SPEED BIKES.
LUGGAGE. ATTACHE CASES. 'ETC .• ETC ••
ETC.. ETC.. ETC.. ETC.. ETC.. ETC.

99%

t

Yes.

I don't feel that I want to go into
There was one error
was to
ｾ｡､･＠ a pass
originally
we pass.
transposed
athat
grade
instead inof which
a high
And
that is the only actual error that occured.

I the discussion on that.

ｾＢｉ＠
tI
tI
I

MERCHANDISERS II

864-0515

Well, he asked to go back to the numerical
grading system after that.
SO THAT EXPLAINS WHY HE RECEIVED SO MANY?
ANOTHER BIG QUESTION AMONG STUDENTS IS
I WHETHER OR NOT THE GRADING SYSTEM IS ACTUALLY
t ANONYMOUS.

-

9-6 MON.-FRI.

-

BUT HE DID RECEIVE FOUR TRANSCRIPl'S?

343 GOLDEN GATE
SAN FRANCISCO

l ..kAmerfcud -

M.ste, Chut.

-

-

-

-

t

t

-

- -

It

, I
l

I

ABOUT HOW MANY NUMBERS DO YOU THINK THAT
INVOLVES A SEMESTER--JUST IN TERMS OF TAKING
THEM FROM ONE SHEET AND PUTTING THEM ON ANOTHER?

Down Sleeping Bags .......................... from $34.50
Camp Trails Skyline Frame and Bag .... . . . , ........... $33.50
Other Bag and Frame Backpack Combinations ........ from $9.94
Complete Line of Primus Propane Camping Equipment
Canteens-Cookware-Accessories-Ai r Mattresses

Pants Ｈｦｬ｡ｲ･ｳｾｯｵ｢＠
Sport Coats Ｈ｣ｯｲ､ｵｹｾ｢ｬ･＠

STUDENTS ALSO BELIEVE . THAT YOU ALONE, AT
LEAST YOUR OFFICE WITH YOUR- TWO HELPERS, BUT
BASICALLY, THAT YOU ALONE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR T
TRANSCBIBING OF EACH GRADE FOR EACH COURSE FOR
EACH STUDENT. IS THAT TRUE?

is.

WHAT SAFEGUARDS ARE. THERE BESIDES YOUR
GUARDING THE NUMBERS? (Continued on page 4)
Page Three
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(Continued from page 3)

Interview: Albright

OF HAVING BEEN HERE SINCE 1966. I KNOW THAT THE
COMPOSITION AND THE FEELINGS OF THE STUDENT BODY
HAVE CHANGED SO MUCH IN THE LAST 6 YEARS. I WAS
JUST WONDERING HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT STUDENTS USING
A BOYCOTT AS A MEASURE.

Really, Carole, I would prefer not to commi
myself one way or the other because I am here to
help students; no matter what their vie\'rpoint is
I will endeavor to help them as best I can. So
The safeguards are to the effect that when
we submit a grade sheet to the faculty member it I wouldn't want to say anything that would
is by number alone. He has no idea which studen antagonize. I'm here for every student.
has which number. And everything is graded
blind. We prepare from our class list and from
WHEN I WAS OUTSIDE TODAY AND YESTERDAY ASKour examination numbers an individual grade
ING FOR SUGGESTIONS OF QUESTIONS TO ASK YOU,
sheet for each class. The professor records the MANY STUDENl'S JUST SAID, "WELL, MRS. ALBRIGHT
grades on that.
RUNS THE SCHOOL. ASK HER HOW SHE FEELS ABOUT
RUNNING HASTINGS."
SO HE NEVER SEES THE NAMES? OR THEY NEVER
Tell them that is absurd. It's completely
COME DOWN HERE TO LOOK • •
wrong. I sit here and carry out the instruction
There is a possibility after they have
I get from upstairs. I do not do anything of my
graded their examinations. Some professors like own unless I have the instructions and approval
to ｾ＠
te their top students and they will give
from either of the two deans upstairs. And I
me the numbers of the ones to whom they wan' to . abide by whatever they tell me and if they tell
urite a congra .llatory letter, or if a student
me I have to do something I don't particularly
has come to see a professor complaining about
feel 1s my viewpoint, I'll still carry through
his grade then the professor will call down and
with what they say.
ask me what my grade sheet shows for a certain
student.
DO YOU THINK THAT STUDENT MIGHT FEEL THAT
WAY BECAUSE YOU'RE PRACTICALLY THE ONLY PERSON
THEN THE PROFESSORS NEVER DO SEE BOTH THE
THAT EVERYONE HAS CONTACT WITH, WHETHER IT'S
NAME AND THE NUMBER?
FOR PAYING AT REGISTRATION OR CHANGE OF PROGRAM.
0

No they don't. Until last year as a matter
of fact we wouldn't even give out the names of
the top students. But a faculty resolution was
passed in which it was agreed that a faculty
member has the right to obtain the grades of any
of his students at any time after all the grades
for a particular semester have been recorded.

It could be that and also that I am probably a little bit more available. During my
office hours of 10-3 I don't take appointments.
If somebody wants to see me they just come in.
And it possibly could be due to the fact that I
do make myself available to the students as much
as possible.

AT THAT TIME WOULD HE GET BOTH THE NUMBER
AND THE NAME?

IF YOU WERE TO SUGGEST CHANGES IN EITHER
WHAT YOUR OFFICE IS ASKED TO HANDLE--JUST IN
TERMS OF SHEER QUANTITY OF THINGS TO DO, OR IN
THE WAY IT IS DONE, WOULD YOU HAVE ANY SPECIFIC
SUGGESTIONS? OR SUGGESTIONS TO STUDENTS TO TRY
TO MAKE IT A LITTLE BIT EASIER? OR TO THE ADMINISTRATION?

No.

Just the name.

ARE YOU ALONE RESPONSIBLE FOR SETTING UP T
CURRICULUM SCHEDULE ONCE THE COURSES HAVE BEEN
CHOSEN AND THE PROFESSORS
No. That is done in the Dean's office.
After they have prepared a schedule I check it
to make certain that they have listed every
course and that we have rooms in which to assign
a course. No, it is actually prepared in the
Dean's office.
THEN YOU WOULDN'T BE FAMILIAR WITH THE
CRITERIA CONSIDERED WHEN CLASS HOURS OR CLASS
DAYS ARE CHOSEN?
Room utilization for one thing is a very
important factor in how classes are scheduled.
The other is that certain professors have certain
obligations and they request the Dean to have
their classes scheduled at a certain time. And
the Deans do their utmost to fulfill their requests on that.
IS THERE ANY AVENUE BY WHI CH STUDENT REQUESTS CAN ALSO BE MADE KNOWN AND CONSIDERED?
I don't know why not. I imagine any properly prepared petition going into the Dean's
office would be given full consideration.
DURING TODAY'S BOYCOTT THE GRADING SYSTEM
AND THE PROCESS OF TRANSCRIBING THEM AND THE
FACT THAT IT IS FELT THAT THEY MIGHT WELL BE
IRRELEVANT WERE ALL BROUGHT OUT. HOW DID YOU
FEEL ABOUT TODAY'S BOYCOTT IN THAT IT DID CONCERN GRADING FOR ONE ｔｈｉｎｾ＠
AND THAT IS A MAIN
PROVINCE OF THIS OFFICE?

I

This is rather a difficult question for me
to answer, Carole, in view of the fact that
every year for the last five years there has
been some change that has ｨｰｾｮ＠
out into effect
Continued on
5

We Have to Make Room!!

EASTER
SPRING CLEARANCE

200;0 to 500;0

oH

WE ARE CLEARING OUR ENTIRE "71."72
SKI STOCK OF NEW AND DEMO SKI
EQUIPMENT, APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES
We must make room for our new shipments of tennis
and backpacking equipment. Also fine Libertas 10speed bikes.
TENNIS SPECIAL: Until Easter Day, with the purchase of any new
racquet we will include our best nylon string for only $1.00.

Well actually I didn't hear anything about
1t at all so I can't comment. I don't even
know what statements were made out there today.
WELL HOW DO YOU FEEL, KNOWING AS I ASK THIS
THAT YOU ARE ONLY A MEMBER OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE
PART OF THE SCHOOL-AND (NOT ASKING THIS IN THE
SENSE OF YOUR OFFICIAL POSITION OR ANYTHING LIKE
THAT)I JUST HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE STUDENTS
pOING SOMETHING LIKE THIS? ESPECIALLY IN TERMS

FTC SKI & SPORTS
1598 BUSH STREET

(CORNER FRANKLIN & BUSH)

(Continued from page

4)

Interview: Albright
in various ways.
Although at ' times ft seems
that there are changes that are going to be
something that we simply just cannot handle, by
thinking it through carefully we have been able
to handle every change that has come through.
There are times when we've had to work extremely
hard . for a few weeks in order to get everything
in · order for that. But we have managed to surmount every change that has been presented to
us and work it out so that it works out smoothly
after a few weeks.
IS THERE A PROBLEM WITH PROFESSORS HANDING
IN GRADES LATE?
Yes, in a few cases.
We press as much as
we can at the end of the fall semester. We
really and truly press at the end of the spring
semester. That is when grades coming in promptl
are so important.
We like to get our material
to our computer programmers so that we can get
the grades back as quickly as possible to get
them out to the students.
And if one professor
is holding up the grades for that Whole year we
do press them.
I press them and the deans press
them. And we do push it in the spring. We do
not do it as much in the fall because many of
professors are carrying full-time loads or a
special obligation. But when classes are over
at the end of April they have full time to devot
to their grading and we do push and stress it at
that time.
I'M CURIOUS HOW YOU FEEL, HAVING BEEN HERE
AT A TIME WHEN THERE WEREN'T VERY MANY WOMEN,
ESPECIALLY STUDENTS, WHETHER YOU NOTICE CHANGES
BECAUSE THERE ARE MORE WOMEN BEING ADMITTED?

No, I can't say that I do.

I find that
some of the women students have as many problems
as male students that we had previously--in
their programming, in trying to accomodate their
schedule to their working hours or their family
life. But I've had that the same way as long as
I've been here with male students having to do
tqe same thing.
I really can't say that I've
noticed too much change except to see a lot more
women around and to have an opportunity to talk
o them.
'W
E ROPE
.& All Y£AII ROUIID FM* WEST COAST
_ntI' .. S220 011[ WAY . . S125

11<'"", ,

CONI£TT AVE ., SAII FIWICIICO,CAM131
I..LU'. -M.c.L _ _

ｾＺ］ｲＭｉ＠

CLEARANCE

50 0 '0 off
SKI RENTAL & DEMO
HALF OFF SALE ON OEMO, AND RENTAL
SKI EQUIPMENT, LIKE NEW, AT A

.F
YOU
DON'T
KNOW

.T
BY

FRACTION OF ITS ORIGINAL COST

FTC
SKI & SPORTS
1598 BUSH STREET (Betwftn Franklin and Van Neu)
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109

NOW

,

GILBERT'S

_ BAN KAMER ICARD - MASTERCHARGE -

'0 9 DAILY AND SATURDAY 10 to 5

Ed Litwin
Seen looking for a summer job and not found
any thin=5 'ye t ?'::an ' t see spending your whole summer doin3, nothing? Try ing to find some kind of
activity that will bring valuable legal expe rience?
The ｾ｡ｳｴｩｮｧ＠
Indigent Criminal Appeals Program ＨｾｉＧＺａｐＩ＠
thinks it has the answer to all the
above questions.
:Lhe iI'::AP pro,::ram has been a t ｾ｡ｳｴｩｮｧ＠
for a
number of years. ...hile it has no forn:al organized structure, it has been ably managed this
past year by third year students Lemoine Skinner
and Pat I,.eistrell. As student coordinat or s thei
iob has been to hand out ｡ｳｩｧｾ･ｮｴ＠
of cases to
interested students as they come ｩｾｴｯ＠
the office.

ｾｨ･ｲ＠
are ｴｾｯ＠
involved with .

basic areas that the program is
The first is the Direct Appeals
ｰｲｯ
ｧ ｲ｡
ｾ Ｎ＠
ｾｨ･ｮ＠
an attorney is assigned an indiｾ･ｮｴ＠
case of an appelant who cannot Rff ord legal
services, he may ask for student ｨ･ｬｾＮ＠
The assigned student participates at all stages of the
appeal and is not just an errand boy . !loot
ｾｯｵ
ｲｴ＠
experience is especia lly valuable in this
area since the students can use their experience
in drafting briefs.
:;OLLATC::RAL P.i:i"l?:LES PROGl1At'i

In ｴｾ ･＠ collateral remedies proEram the stuent usually works directly with a prisoner. s tuents are now working wi th indi gent prisoners in
an ｾｵ･ｮｴｩ
Ｌ＠ Ｇｾｲ｡｣ｹＬ＠
San aruno and Soledad . Usua l
y this involve s a collateral attack on the judgｾｮｴ
Ｌ＠ habeas corpus or ｣ｯ ｲ ｾ＠
nobis , for examp le.
t may also include, however, p roviding a pr isor with legal advice and counsel on any other
tter that rray affect h i m - from his ri gh ts ainst another prisone r who assaulted him to anwers abou t domestic problems .

'.-i:-fY d I '::AP?
ｾｯｮ･ｹ＠
ｯｵ
ｧｾｴ＠
not be the key to the courtroom
oor is the sentiment of most students working in
the ｰｲｯｧ｡ｾ＠
for ｩｮ､
ｾ･ｮｴ＠
prisoners. ｾｸ｣･ｰｴ＠
for
-chis pro.zram at Jastings and similar ｰｲｯｾ｡ｭｳ＠
at
other la; schools , many would be barred in their
ｬ･ｾ｡＠
pursuits for the sole reason that tney have
ｯ ｾｭｯｮ･ｹ＠
with which to prosecute their appeals
or protect tneir rignts.
It is basic that the
prisoners need help and the dollar should not s
stand in tne way or be the sole ､･｣ｩ
ｩｮｾ＠
factor.

Nhile there are some claims that would have
to be labeled , frivolous and cannot be handled by
iI:AP, there arp many -chat are based upon legitimate complaints or inquiry.
In ｦ｡｣ｾＬ＠
more tnan
the stucents involved in Ｓｉｾａｐ＠
can handle , which
is why the program is always looking for more
help .

TRY

6738363 - 77' 6707

OPEN 10

by

In thi s program the student is lar ge ly on h is
n.
In the past the student has had certain
dastings professors that he could consult with.
:J:m1ever , dI.::A.? nO\,1 has outside attorneys that a
student can go to if necessary .

FIIPto 10 1Ir00l,
willi'" £u,..
£.I'£'.·£_'Ion.II_' ﾣｊｉｾＮｐ｟＠
1'1«*£ 415/ 826--4217
_

HICAP Offers
Summer Work

•

ｾ｡ｮｹ＠
students are not sure that they can take
on any further cO!!lmi tments a.bove their ｳｴｵ､ｩｾｓ
Ｎ＠
iowever the .:1 ;AF 'Oro'5ra.!!i is ｾｸｴｲ･［ｮｬｹ＠
fleXlhle
in tr.at it \'lill de:nand only as :':luch time as the
student can reasonably spenc.
ｾ＠
student with a
lot of time and energy can be given a detailed
oroble:!! that .... ill taKe ｭ｡ｮｾ＠
hours of ｲ･ｳＺｾｨ＠
or
investigation or writing; or ne QRy just vaKe ｯｾ＠
ｳ･ｶｾｲ｡ｬ＠
small cases .
uthers ｾｩｴ＠
ｾｮｬｹ＠
a few ｨｯｵｲｾ＠
(Continued on a e 6

The Student, The Tardy Rule, & Mr. Powell
LAST WEEK FOLLOWING A RULE THAT IS "LEGENDARY POWELL," PROFESSOR POWELL ASKED A STUDENT,
WHO ENTERED THE CLASS AFTER THE BELL HAD RUNG,
TO LEAVE THE CLASSROOM. THAT STUDENT REFUSED
AND PROFESSOR POWELL LEFT. IN WHAT FOLLOWED,
THERE WAS A CLASS VOTE, THE STUDENTS VOTING VERY
CLOSELY, 50-48, TO HAVE THE STUDENl' REMAIN IN
THE ROOM. WHAT FOLLOWS IS A STATEMENT FROM THAT
STUDENT ON WHAT HAPPENED AND HOW HE FEELS ABOUT
IT.
*
* * *
On Tuesday, March 22, a student entered Mr.
Powell's Real Property class a few moments after
the final bell had sounded. When ordered to
leave, the student refused and Mr. Powell left
the class. For the remainder of the hour the
class discussed the issue raised by the challenge
to the rule. The class was sharply divided over
whether the student had the right to challenge
the rule as he did, and the class ended without
arriving at a decision or consensus of opinion.

force the rule and many agreed with my actions
and found it hypocritical for those same students who had denounced and attacked Mr. Powell
behind his back all year to now come forward and
pretend to be his allies. Those students most
opposed to my acts walked ｾｵｴ＠
when the class
voted not to attempt an ejection and they thereby refused to discuss the merits of the issue.
Rather, they scurried as fast as they could to
assure Mr. Powell that they were not so bold as
to challenge authority or to incurr the rath of
a teacher. The class ended without resolving
the issue.

At the next class meeting Mr. Powell opened
by offering his views on the rule prohibiting
late arrivals. I entered a moment after the
bell rang and quietly went to the back of the
class. Mr. Powell expressed his reasons for the
rule. He did not confine his remarks to the
legal issue, but added, in words which I quote
from memory, that, "In life we have to put up
with annoyances such as a mosquito or a yelping
dog,
or a noisy neighbor or an in-law, (you
My name is Don Struclanann and I am that
know what I mean) and here we have we have Donald
student. I firmly believe that what I did was
Struclanann to contend with." When Mr. Powell
right, and that the events which immediately
finished his remarks the class applauded. I
followed my entry were the result of decisions
asked for an opportunity to reply, which he reby Mr. Powell and members of the class over
fused. I challenged this but he ordered me to
which I had no control. Mr. Powell reacted to
my late arrival by abruptly declaring to me that shut up. Many in the class supported him in
shouting me down despite my claim to him that he
I had to leave. My .response, "No I won't, sir,"
had
just called me a'mosquito" and a "yelping
was met with a demand for my name and a threat
to take disiplinary action against me. I refused dog." Two lone voices were raised in my defense
to reveal my name to Mr. Powell because I felt
and they too were shouted down by Mr. Powell and
it was he who was rude. He informed me that he
the class.
could get my name and I replied that that was
his privilege. Mr. Powell then addressed himOn Friday I submitted a written letter to
self to the entire class and announced that the
Dean Anderson requesting a hearing on Mr.
material for the day concerning a constitutional Powell's remarks. My request was summarily
1
challenge to an arbitrary and unreasonable
denied.
.1
zoning law would not be discussed in class and
J
that it would be emphasized on the final. At
These incidents must serve as a guide and
as a warning to any student who wishes to make
this point Mr. Powell left it to the class to
deal with me and promised to return upon my ejec- Hastings a democratic institution. If you astion.
sert a right you will be ridiculed by the ｴ･｡｣ｨｾ＠
hated by students and denied recourse by the adMr. Powell made essentially two threats.
The first was against me, which is understandable ministration. At Hastings "students retain the
right to affect school policy as long as they
as disciplining rule breakers is usual and
do
not abuse that right."* If you question you
threats to do so equally common. I accepted that
will be silenced and if you challenge you will
as a probable consequence of my act. What was
be attacked. I do not feel that freedom of
unusual and unacceptable is that Mr. Powell
speech and the democratic provisions for change
threatened to discipline the class for the
or protection of the right to redress grievanactions of one person. Many students did not
ces exists for students at Hastings.
oppose his power to make the rule and indeed no
one had ever refused to obey it. Yet, Mr. ｐｯｷ･ｬｾ＠
DONALD STRUCKMANN
apparently felt that the entire class should
suffer.
, ---........--I
*Jerry Farber, "Students as Niggers."
Mr. Powell made it very clear that he i n - .1
... ____________________ｾ＠
tended for the class to enforce the rule for him ---(-C-o-n-t-inued from page 5)
In order to save themselves from possible reprisal, 48 students voted to enforce a rule that
they and the vast majority of the class felt was
unnecessary, and which most believed to be capricious and arbitrary. Fortunately more students did not believe that the class should en-
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a ｷｾ･ｫ＠
to spare may be assigned a case that will
only take J or 4- hours a week, like wrtting a
ｾｲｩ･ｦ＠
ｭ･ｾｯ＠
for a prisoner. The important thing
is that there 1s ｳｯｭ･ｴｾｩｮｑＮﾷ＠
to do no matter ho,",
ｾｵ｣ｨ＠
or little time a student has to spend.
As the summer approaches, the program, which
twill continue throl1gh the summer ｾｯｮｴｨｳＬ＠
is looking for students who sill help. ｾｶ･ｮ＠
if you are
going- hO!Ile for the summer there is still a good
chance that you can ｾ･ｴ＠
an assignment at a prison
facility near hour home.
All students interested in startinR to work
with iI:AF or interested in ｳｵｾ･ｲ＠
involvement
should contact ｊｾｆＲ＠
:AVI030N at 865-6253. If you
have been >roin,: to jastin>1:s for any timeand have
not heard of :-II =_"-r; you have no"" it' s ｴｩｾ･＠
to
offer your services.

Comment

Winners
Announced In
Moot Court

The Exalted,
The Privrileged,
The Plebians

As we all mus t knO'll by now, the .-tas tings '
student body is basically divided into three
groups: the ""::xal ted" (law review-I'hurston Soc iety), the "?rivileged" Ｈｳｵｰ･ｲＭｾｴ｡｢ｬｩｨｭｮ＠
members of FAD, those basking in the reflected glory
of prominent relatives, and those with "oull")
and t'1e "Flebians" (all others). This latter Ｌ＼ｾｯｵ＠
-- which comprises the overwhelming majority of
On Friday, March 10, awards were presented
students at iastings -- has thus far allowed itfor those excelling in last semester's Moot
self to become so fragmented that it is, at presCourt Competition. The overall brief and oral
ent, . complete ly powerless. As a result, this
argument award was received by Douglas James
aGray.
It consisted of a complete Witkin library group is routinely sUbjected to an ｩｮ｣ｴ･｡ｾｧ＠
mount of discrimination in favor of the minority
donated by the Bancroft Whitney Company. Brief
of ＡｾＩｦＬｰＮ
ｬ＠ ted and Pri vile,<ed.
t'..xamples include:
awards were awarded to:

Competition

Timothy H. Flanigan
Bruce E. Olson

Terence P. Flynn
Benjamin F. Bucceri, Jr.

Jeff C. Bradley
Douglas J. Gray

Jerome M. Varanini
Dennis J. Woodruff

Dale A. Hahn
Jiro Suguro

Carl L. Williams
Alice L. Bell

Trenton D. Latshaw
John B. Sidell

Harriet Holtzman
Sarge R. Holtzman

Anne K. Pettigrew
Mark R. Dawson

John R. Orr

ｈｩｧｨ･ｾｴ＠

1. 3eing the last to hear of employment opportunities of any kind;
2. iaving pre-registration forms mysteriously lost and ｴｨｾｳ＠
being obliged to take all
of the courses Which the exalted andPrivileged don't want (and Which employers don
want either);

J.

4. Open insults by certain professors Who
barely trouble to hide their disdain .

awards for oral argument were

On Friday morning , l'.arch 10th, Hastings engaged in yet ｡ｾｯｴｨ･ｲ＠
farcical ｾ･ｲｭｯｮｹ＠
whose purpose it appears Was to further divide the student
body and keep the ｾｬ･｢ｩ｡ｮｳ＠
in their place: the
Moot ｾｯｵｲｴ＠
Assembly.

awarded to:
James L. Hagar
Joseph S. O'Connell
Robert M. Levy
Carol A. Murray
Michael E. Klingler

Douglas J. Gray
David M. Galie
Ronald L. Gallant
Bonnie M. Vail
John Rogers Burke

The following 50 students received Best in
Round awards:
James B. Hackleman
James B. Habegger
Steve Sidwell
Richard A. Hendry
Charles J. Kahill
James E. Douglas
William E. Thomas
Gregory J. Ricca
Gregory J. Ryken
Thomas Miller
Leon P. Fox, Jr.
Richard A Erwood
Douglas L. Breault
Paulette J. Yolo
Geoffrey DiGiandomenico
John P. Poole
Paul V. Ware
Jan B. Gibson
Bruce G. Mayfield
Dennis J. Holahan
David J. Phillipson
Terry L. Rakow
David L. McKinley
Gene G. Peretti
Terrence D. Ranahan

Patricia E. Lerman
Gloria J. Grayson
William F. Kenefick
Alfred J. Brandi
Peter N. Swisher
Ralph P. Countryman
Richard A. Caplan
Richard G. Maloney
Michael T. Solomon
Michael Moore
Bart P. Kronfeld
Elmer Lee Fox
William J. Russell
Richard B. Scheuler
David L. Case
Rick L. Hicks
Johnathon T. Smith
Stephen M. Eckis
Allen Wagner
Michael T. Connell
Jay H. Rogers
Carole L. Brill
Larry S. Pozner
Scott A. Martin
Lawrence B. Rabkin

For the benefit of those students Who correct
ly decided that this event ｷｯｾｬ､＠
be yet another
waste of their time, it should be ･ｸｰｬ｡ｩｮｾ＠
that
awards ranged from quite a significant amount of
money(in student terms) and a set of witkin down
to ｾＲＵＰ＠
divided among 50 students! The latter
50 "aWards" were Plebian awards in every sense of
the word and concrp.te evidence of the contempt in
Which non-top ranking students are held at nasting
The 50 "awards"(divide ,, 250 by 50 and ask your
self if you consider the sum to be an award) took
the form of a credit at Lake's bookstore, thus
enabling every recipient to purchase 15 ｊＹｾ＠
yellow highlighters to ｾ｡ｲｫ＠
enlightening passages in
'iny selected Gilberts outling Which the "aWard"
its elf will :,(/1' allow such student to purchase.
Ｎｾ･､ｬｳ＠
to say, the same sum of money goes much
further at.Akron, ｾｨｩｴ･＠
Front, ｕｴｩｾＬ＠
:ost Plus or
ar;y of a number of restaurants in -::hinatown.
(l,ote also that students were ｬｾｏｔ＠
asked beforehand whet'ler they Wished their "award" in the
form of a credit at Lake's or not.)

The awards consisted variously of money
gifts to be used in the purchase of law books
and related materials, legal publications, bar
review courses and also a 5 year subscription to
the Hastings Law Journal. They were contributed
by various banks and publishing companies, legal
fraternities and the alumni association, bar review courses, the wives club, the Law Journal
and ｌ｡ｫ･ｾ＠
Law Books. Lake's Law Books contributed the largest dollar amount in awards and
also is absorbing 25% of the cost of anything
bought at Lake's with the award credits. Unfortunately our own school bookstore contributed
nothing.

ｾＺＭＨｃｮｴｩｵ･､＠

ctefusal of the Financial Aids ｯｦｬｾ･＠
to
grant scholarShips, only loans - at 7fo
interest.

The Moot Court Board is in the process now
of choosing their successors for next year.

ａｮｾ＠
While the winners of ｬ｡ｲｾ･＠
awards (obtained via genuine effort or friendship with thos
ｷｾｯ＠
ｾｩ､＠
the ｪｵ､ｧｩｮｾＬ＠
nominating and selecting)
ｲ･｣ｾｶ､＠
award certificates in the form of quality 9 a per with impressive printing suitable for
framinK, t'1e 50 ?lebians received theirs in the
form of a ｳｾ･ｴ＠
of xerox paper, cut in half, and
｢･｡ｲｩｮｾ＠
a xeroxed message to tne effect that the
stud.ent ｷｨｾｳ･＠
name appeared in the type\'Jri tten
space had received an "award". The poor qual ity of the paper (conplete with all of those mys'terious dark xerox spots) and the shabby appearance of the so-called certificate not only ｾ｡､･＠
it look as though the student had run it off on
the xerox '1imself or herself; it also nade it
suitable fo!' nothing more than the nearest trash
can. (In fact, one stUdent did not ｷ｡ｩｾ＠
to reach
a tras'1 can • .ie tore it up immediately.)
ｾｨ･＠

｡ｵｾｲ＠

form of the Flebian certificate does not
'liell for the future at all.
,ill those
students Ｓ ｲ｡､ｵｴｩｮ
ｾ＠ at the too of the class reon page ＸＩｾ＠
Page

-

ｾｰｶｮ＠
-

ｾ＠

__-----------------------------------------------------------t

Law, Order, Grades
IN THE PAST FEW WEEKS THE MEANING AND PROCESS OF THE GRADING SYSTEM AT HASTINGS HAS COME
UNDER ATTACK. IT HAS BEEN CHARGED THAT THIS
BIENNIAL RITUAL IS AN ARBITRARY PROCESS, SUSCEPTIBLE TO A MYRIAD OF CLERICAL ERRORS AND IRRELEVANT TO THOSE QUALITIES AND THAT KNOWLEDGE
NECESSARY IN A "GOOD LAWYER."
THE LEAST SUBJECTIVE OF THESE QUESTIONS IS
THE POSSIBILITY OF CLERICAL ERROR. IN OUR INTERVIEW WITH MRS. ALBRIGHT SHE CLAIMS THAT 99% OF
THESE ERRORS ARE CORRECTED . OUR QUESTION MUST
BE, HOW WILL THE OTHER 1% EVER KNOW THERE HAS
BEEN AN ERROR? THERE IS NO WAY TO KNOW. THERE
IS NO WAY TO CHECK.

*

*

I was asked by a member of the Hastings Law
News to explain WHY:
1.

2.

The registrar's office had four different transcripts in my ｦｩｬ･ｾ｡｣ｨ＠
contradicting the other.

3.

Who knows why the moot court director
is trying to distort history?

If you understand the relationship between
logic, and law you realize they
rest on metaphysics which is comparable to a
presumption and when rebutted becomes an opinion,
thus, reflecting class, race, cultural and philosophic values.
ｾ｡ｴｨ･ｭｩ｣ｳＬ＠

We are studying Anglo-Saxon Common Law. We
are not all Anglo-Saxons. Blacks cannot be better Anglo-Saxons than Anglo-Saxons themselves.
Is America a just land for all races, colors, and creeds? If so, why force non-AngloSaxons to reason and adopt Anglo-Saxon attitudes
and values?

*

LAW, ORDER AND GRADES

Who knows why blue books have no marks,
comments, or scratches from the instructor's hand?

Arithmetic symbols are not indicators of intellectual acumen, competency, practical skills,
ability to pass the bar nor indicative of ability to practice law.

JOHN TENNELL WAS VICTIM TO ONE OF THESE
ERRORS. HE RECEIVED 4 TRANSCRIPTS, EACH WITH
DIFFERING GRADES FOR THE SAME COURSES, AS HIS
GRADES FOR LAST SEMESTER. IN OUR INTERVIEW WITH
MRS. ALBRIGHT SHE EXPLAINS, IN PART, HOW THIS
MIGHT HAVE HAPPENED. THE LAW NEWS REQUESTED THE
FOLLOWING ARTICLE FROM JOHN TENNELL, THE STUDENT
AFFECTED, TO REFLECT HIS VIEW OF WHAT HAPPENED
AND HOW HE FEELS ABOUT IT.

*

2.

With objective facts glaring me in the face
I urge the family of Hastings to analyze and
study these facts in order to expedite the demise of this brutal, inhumane, irrational procedure called grading.
CONCLUSION:
ｕｎｓｾｌｔＧｉｃＬ＠

Some of my blue books do not have one
mark or comment from the instructor's
hand.

Grades are ARBITRARY, DISCRETIONARY,
and_ the quintessence of CONJECTURE.

Student Interchange?

The pages I glued together after I took
the test were still glued after the
test was returned.

San Francisco daily papers recently reported
that Jastings joined with five other colleges in
San Francisco in a greeing to allow each school's
students to take courses for credit at the other
campuses. The schools include ｾｩｴｹ＠
ｾｯｬ･ｧＬ＠
dF
S
tate,
u::;
ｾＧｪ ･､＠
ｾ･ｮｴｲＬ＠
Lone
i-1
ountain
and
VSF.
Yes, you have made sense out of non-sense,
Sean Riegger, the rlegistrar, indicates that
haven't you? You guessed it! He must be a
the
agreement
is at most tentative. The plan has
"nigger" or a LEOP student.
..
not been approved by the governing board of any
of the schools yet. ｾｨ･＠
dastings coard of ｾｩｲﾭ
Relax; be objective; analyze; and relate.
ectors has not even approved the plan in princiAttempting to explain the non-sense emanat- pal. ｾｨ･ｮＬ＠
and if, such approval is given, there
ing from some members of the administration is
will still be delays before any program can be
also non-se:t;lse.
initiated, as there is no a greement at present on
exactly how the plan will work.
QUERY:
A mass interchange of students among the canpuses is not at present in the plans. Any progral
I. Who knows why Mrs. Albright still handill probably be limited. The exchange plan is
posts grades of fourteen-hundred stuwostly envisaged for undergraduate students.
dents in an era when men walk on the
!
At present, Sean Rie gger does not foresee
moon?
1astings exchanging with any school except U3F Lal
(Continued from page ＭＷｾＩｩ
ｾ ｃｨｯｬＮ＠
i e stated that there are many problems
ｾｩｴｨ＠
non-law student s in a law class, especially
their lack of l esal ｫｮｯｷｬ
･ ､ ｾ ･Ｎ＠
ie said that therE
ｾｲ･＠
no plans now for a dual degree program, as at
ｾ ｴ｡ｮｦｯｲ
､ Ｌ＠
which offers law de grees plus graduate ·
ｾ･
ｧ ｲ ･
ｳ＠
in 3usiness Administration, ｾ ｣ｯｮｭｩｳＬ＠
ｾ ｩ ｳｴ
ｯｲ
ｹ＠
and ? olitical Science arter ｦｯｾｲ＠
or more
ｴ ｨｅ
ｾ･｡ｲ
ｳ＠
of ｳｾＡＮ
Ｎ＠ __________________________________ｾ＠
ceive qua l ity d i plomas, thos e in t he middle of
class xeroxed pape r de corated with spot s, and
thos e at still lower levels slips of paper on
is type written: "graduated"?????
ｾｨｩ｣＠

4.

After I won a verdict in moot court
competition and three months later the
moot court director said I lost.

t

The Exalted, Pri,rileged,
The Plebians

I w0'.11d ur ge all jastings stud en t s who be long
ito the Plebian group to unite ,;c..: (regardl ess of
a ge , sex, ra ce, color, e t1:nic Ｎｾﾷ ＩＡ Ｇ ｩ ＮＺ ｩ ｾ Ｇ Ｂ＠ ｾ ｟ＬＺ ｩ Ｇ Ｑ Ｓﾷ ＮＱ ＢＮＳ ＧＢ＠
grou p, hei gh t. ｷ ･ ｩ ｧｾ ｾ Ｌ＠ ｾ ｾ ｮｧ ｴ ｨ＠ of ha i r , type of
clotn ing . p olitical viewpo int . or shape of e a r)
in order to make ce r ta i n t nat t hey do not fi nd
themselve s at t he e nd of t hree ye a rs at i a s tlngs
being handed a xeroxed "di ploma" --- or ,perhaps
none at all.
GLORIA J. ｇｒａｾｏｎ＠
ｾ

Freshest Sandwiches Around!
Created right before your eyes

Ｍ
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Wednesday's Boycott

(Continued from page 1)

Class Boycott
After a rally on Friday, March 17, an open
meeting was held in which it was decided to boycott classes the following Wednesday. A list
of demands was presented to the administration
calling for: (1) a public accounting of student
aid, including LEap funds, work-study funds,
and general scholarship funds; (2) no student
failures on the basis of a single final exam,
but instead development of an alternative system of evaluating students; (3) an increase
rather than a decrease in ｴｨｾ＠
number of LEap
students in 1972-73, ｡ｮｾ＠
the admittance of more
women in 1972-73; (4) readmittance of the three
disqualified LEap students; (5) defeat of the
newly ｾｲｯｰｳ･､＠
attendance requirements for next
year; (6) hiring a full-time coordinator for the
LEap program, selected by the LEap students them·
selves, and provided wlth ample staff and funds
to enable implementation of an effective tutorial program for LEQP ｳｴｵｧｾ＠
and general ｣ｾｵｮﾭ
selling and guidance services for LEap students;
(7) administration commitments to recruit and
hire Black, Chicano, Asian and women faculty
members to achieve a faculty., that is a true
cross section of the society; (8) due process
for students at administrative and faculty proceedings which affect the rights of students;
(9) immediate extensive legal writing and course
review tutorial programs for first year LEap
students now at Hastings and for any other first
ear student in need.

By Wednesday morning, students were on the
picket line. Class attendance was variously
estimated at between 10 and 50%. A band added
a festive air to the otherwise serious situation
and between Cloud-bursts, students were dancing,
Singing and chanting as they marched. In early
afternoon, the marching gave way to a rally on
the steps of the school. Among the speakers
were San Francisco County Sheriff Richard
Hongisto, Vincent Hallinan, and student body and
faculty members. At the rally it was resolved
that meetings should be set with the board of
directors, administration, and faculty. It was
also decided that when students returned to
classes the following day, orange armbands would
be worn to signify the continuing spirit of the
boycott and continuing urgency of the nine demands.

Page Nine

ontinued from page 1)

The Standards Are Falling
were incompetent and forced them to go Outside.
Other students asked for Harry's support to convince the Wise Ones that the Black students
should be allowed to stay because they were just
as smart as anyone else at Hasty. But Harry refused to get involved.
"Of course I sympathize with you," he- replied, "but I'm saving my strength and consolidating my resources so that I can fight racism
: on the Outside with that great weapon--the Hasty
Law Degree! But while we're in school, we must
be ever vigilant that the Standards don't fall."

As the years passed, the Wise Ones flunked
out more and more students. The Chicanos had to
go because they were lazy. The Orientals had to
go because they made the professors nervous-they were just too damned inscrutable. Why,
even one white student was kicked out because he
was overheard bragging that he was one-sixteenth
Cherokee! Harry was ehocked. As he fondled his
lucky Indian head nickel, he thought, "Boy,
could I straighten things out if I only had my
Law Degree! I'd show them a thing or two!"
Finally just before Harry was to graduate,
he heard the news that the Wise Ones had decided
to expel all students. He was enraged!

Misunderstanding Harry's last sentence, one
student panicked and ran around the Commons
shrieking, "The Standards are falling! The S.tan"They can't do this to me. I worked hard,
dards are falling!! If we don't have Standards, got good grades, and my great-grandmother was
how will we know who we are?!!"
never an Indian Princess. How can this be happening to me!?"
This student only regained his composure
when informed that all Black students would be
Determined to get to the bottom of this, he
phased out of the school after the Great Tests
decided to confront one of the Wise Ones. Harry
were over. Harry, however, was disillusioned.
finally spotted one rushing hastily out of the
private lunchroom, and Harry ran after him yell"Hmmm," he reflected, "I guess those people ing, "Why are all the students gone?"
aren't as smart as I gave them credit for.
They'll need a clever fellow like me to help
The Wise One looked over his shoulder,
the).r Community when I get out of here."
snorted loudly and replied, "Students are too
young. It takes Mature Men to understand the
Law and to be effective on the Outside. The Law
Several months later, the women students
is a whore, my boy, and only we get to use her."
came to Harry to ask him to help end Sexism at
With
that, the Wise One rushed into the private
Hasty and to support their efforts to increase
elevator and was transported higher, ever higher
the admission of women so that the school would
and was never seen again.
be more representative of the proportion of women on the Outside. Harry declined.
As for poor Harry Hafass, he slowly stumble
out of Hasty College of the Law mumbling things
"Hell," he reasoned, "if you make this ｰｬ｡｣ｾ＠
more like it is on the Outside, I won't have any like Equal Protection, Due Process, Free Speech,
etc.
thing to prepare for!" As the women angrily
walked away, Harry thought, "Far out! No bras!
I wonder if that sexy little blonde puts out?!"
Harry never got a chance to find out. Late
that week, the Wise Ones expelled all women from
the school on the grounds that women are capable
of bearing children, and it is a medically prove}
fact that women can't adequately study while in
labor. This struck Harry as a bit unjust. Why,
he had even read a case last semester that meant
that the whole thing was illegal. But Harry
didn't protest the action of the Wise Ones because he was too busy dreaming about how he
would handle a case like this as future head of
the A.C.L.U.--and besides, it was a little less
crowded with all those women and Black students
gone. And now that the Wise Ones had ruled that
the Commons could only be used for student
meetings between 4:30 and 5:30 a.m. on Monday,
he and his friends could even get in a game or
two of bridge while eating their lunches in
peace. True, the Wise Ones had forbidden anyone
to bid spades anymore, but there were three
other good suits left. .

Polynesian Mary's
159 McALLISTER STREET
HOURS: 7 A.M. TO 7 P.M.

KE'S
LAW BOOKS
,COMPLETE SELECTION
OF BOOKS & SUPPLIES .
SPECIAL SALE
Through April IS-while supply lasts
Flairs - all colors (reg. 49¢) ......... 29¢!
lie: Pens-carded, blue or black ... 3 for 39¢

HASTINGS HAPPY HOUR 2:30-5:30 P.M •

.Mug of Beer Only 25;!!
Take a Break and Relax!
WE SERVE BREAKFAST, LUNCH ｾ＠
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Your Credit is Still Good at Lakes!!
OPEN WEEKDAYS 9-5. SATURDAYS 'TIL NOON

DINNER -

BUDGET PRICES

138-142 McALLISTER ST.

163-2900

GARBAGE

CRISIS
by
D. Giandomenico

What sparked this chit of vitriolic literariness was the sight of 200,000 Chinese turning out to clear the newly fallen snow from the
passageways of Peking. Regardless of the
reasons why, it was indeed a sight which called
to my attention its antithesis--the Hell-WithIt Syndrome.
This Syndrome is epitomized by the Hastings
Garbage Crisis. Like most products, the point
has labels. But these labels show not the construction of the product. To build. To begin
with, cast a gaze about the Multi-Purpose Room,
for example, at practically any time of the day.
One cannot see a table which has escaped the
diurnal deposit of garbage. A quick glance to
the floor produces a vivid image of a gigantiC
ashtray and trash can. What does it mean? To
me, it is physical evidence of a pervasive attitude manifested in man's conduct toward others
It is one demonstration of the inconsiderate-the Hell-With-It--conduct which we seem to believe is normal. What is more true, and more
frightening, is that it IS normal!

who just threw his beer cans on our front lawn,
the jerk who just let his dog defecate on the
Sidewalk, the crook who just gypped us, the
brown-nose who just got our promotion, the •
And, one must ask, who's who?

One may suggest a multitude of rationalizing explanations for this phenomenon. It may
be the result of affluence or a symptom of the
division of labor scheme. We have come to a
point at which we feel that we are not responsible for our individual life by-products. The
job belongs to someone else.

Perhaps too much has been attributed to too
little. And I have been hypocritical for I too
have added to the Garbage Crisis. It is time,
and past time., ·to use our ability to end this
Crisis. The beginning of the end of this part
of societal debauchery lies no farther from your
reach than your finger tips.
ｾ＠

TABLE FOR FOUR?????????

But, in reality, this is the Hell-With-It
Syndrome. An inept concept, but it does express
something. For a group of young, but not that
young, men and \'lOmen who are, so it is said,
above average intelligence; who have above average ambitions and goals; who hold themselves
out, or are held out, to be the leading citizens
of tomorrow--the builders of a better America
and world; who are struggling for ways in which
to obliterate many contemporary social maladiesfor this group to allow the Garbage Crisis is
unforgiveable. It reveals that the fundamental
attitude toward life is not one of care but,
rather, is one of the Hell-With-It.
Relatively simple and necessarily basic,
the point concerns our attitude toward others,
those with whom we must exist in our unique context. It can be argued that the Garbage Crisis
is hardly indicative of the true attitude we
hold toward others, but I ask, is it not a damn
good indication?
A paradox of sorts. We lament the social
wrongs of the day. We condemn those who have
erected our society. We lambaste those who seek
material supremacy and, consequently, tread not
lightly upon their fellow men. Yet the Garbage
Crisis exists. We have lauded those who espouse
concern for others--they say let our care marry
us to our brothers and sisters so that all may
imporve. Emotions heat, talk is copious, resolutions are made and yet one wonders--what result?
The Garbage Crisis is not a problem of peer
conformity because one does not feel especially
out of step if he clears his trash. It is a
problem of inconsideration. The next guy who is
lucky enough to take the table can clear it.
Why not ? He does no better.
The Crisis does not end at a table's refu se
It has become a moral and attitudinal Cris i s.
We curse the bastard who just cut us off on the
freeway, the creep who just cut i !1 line, the bum

FUNCTI ON AT THE JUNCTION. Amid the s eriou sness of last Wednesday' s boycott, striking s t u dents turned the s teps of Hastings into a dance
floor.
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HUMPHREY BRINGS HIS
CAMPAIGN TO HASTINGS
'by
"Today, by all standards, the United States
falls short of being a truly just society," asserted the Minnesota Democrat. (The students
Last Friday, as one of the "highlights" of
his San Io'rancisco visit (according to an advance tended to agree:) He asserted that the Nixon
administration was guilty of insensitivity to
press release), Presidential hopeful Hubert
justice in not realizing the necessity of eradiHumphrey dropped by Hastings.
cating discrimination and inequality. Nor is
the Justice Department effective, except that it
Before beginning his prepared speech, he
is "doing an excellent job bugging phones • • • "
made a few comments on the recent LEOP controversy at Hastings. He identified himself as an
The candidate allowed some time for answereducator with an understanding of the problem.
ing questions from the students. Most of the
He placed the blame for the current problem on
Governor Reagan who has cut back on needed funds. students seemed to have made up their own policy
As the original author of the Student Assistance statements in prefacing their questions. In anAct, Humphrey pledged federal help in allocating swer to a question on the legalization of heroin,
Humphrey indicated that a methadone approach was
funds for students who had financial need. He
more realistic than England's system of giving
made no specific comments on the issues at
present ,confronting Hastings students.
free drugs to addicts. He did admit that he
would be open to the suggestion if sufficient
"There are two ways to change society," ac- proof was given, but for now he was committed to
cording to Senator Humphrey. "One is the way of fight the drug pusher, and he promised as presviolence and destruction. The other is the more ident he would do his utmost to apply rigid eneffective way of the political process." Humph- forcement.
rey called for change with order and order with
change, leaving it up to law students to lead
Other questions had to do with civil rights,
the orderly political changes in society. He
welfare and abortion. On the abortion issue
looks forward to a just society where the civil
Humphrey stated that he was 0PPos'ed to unlimited
liberties of all are protected, where the govabortion. '''You wouldn I t be if you were a woman!'
ernment is free from fear and favor, and where
shouted back a student. "Well, I'm not, and I
the private interest does not violate the public have no tendencies that way," replied the Presinterest.
idential candidate.
Ed Litwin
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IHE NAIION'S MOSI SUCCESSFUL BAR REVIEW COURSE
COMES 10 CALIFORNIA
Our multi-state experience has been proven in Florida, where the multi-choice exam originated. The unique educational
methods developed by the Josephson Bar Review Center have been highly successful:
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California's bar exam in the summer of

JOSEPHSON'S

Pick a winner. Pick Josephson! Be sure

1972 will be a national bar examinaton.

to select your bar review course care-

As our experience and record indicate,

fully. Weigh your options wisely before

we are a proven winner in preparing
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making a decision.
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students for the bar exam.
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Clay Brumbai!h
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Richard Canatela
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Christine Hailwood
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Glen Jones
Ph.: 386-3694
Ton Joseph
.: (408) 274-0944
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Willie Kaufmann
Ph.: 474-7004
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Anthon Muir
Ph.: 51-6338
Bill Ogle
Ph.: 681-6162
Willie Phillips
Ph.:. 861-2444
Bill Smith
Ph. 386-3694

John Stinchfield
Ph.: 386-3694
Sharon Wallis
Ph. : 387-2306
Dennis Woodruff
Ph.: 921-7423
Barry ZoIot.,
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